
 

Hoggi Bingo Evolution Respiratory Equipment Tray Instructions  

US3239-vent 
 

     The respiratory equipment tray for the Hoggi Bingo Evolution has been designed to fit only on the Size 2 

Evolution Chassis with the Complex Respiratory Modification (3239-1006-024).  This chassis is a modified  

Bingo Evolution Size 2 that has a lower front horizontal cross bar, extended length push handle, hand 

operated drum brakes and a steel reinforced axle to provide a 154 lb (70 kg) total chassis weight capacity.  

IMPORTANT: This respiratory equipment tray has not been crash tested and it is not recommended for 

occupied transportation use.  

 

Assembly:  

 

      

 

 

1) The respiratory equipment tray is three separate pieces 

that can be used in various combinations or as a complete 

system.  The Middle portion hangs on the two chassis cross 

bars.  The Front portion bolts onto the Middle portion with 

supplied #10-32 3/8” socket head cap screws.  The Rear 

portion hangs on top of the Middle Portion across the same 

rear chassis crossbar and is additionally reinforced with 

supplied “D” ring straps for support.  
 

 

2) Place the Front tray on top of the wider edge of the 

Middle tray.  The Front tray has two pre-drilled holes.  The 

Middle Tray has two matching threaded inserts.  Use the 

supplied #10-32 x 3/8” socket head cap screws and lock 

washers to bolt the two sections together.  The front section 

of the tray will remain suspended between the two front 

casters.  Slots in either “wing” are supplied for optional strap 

reinforcement as deemed necessary by the user.    

 

 

 

3) TILT OR REMOVE THE SEATING SYSTEM. The image to the 

left shows the chassis with the seating system removed for 

clarity.   Place the tray on the ground behind the rear wheels.  

Roll the stroller backwards while lifting the rear cross bar 

over the front section of the tray.   

 

 

 

4) Pull the front of the tray up and over the front crossbar.  

Hook the back of the middle section over rear cross bar.  



 

 

 

5) OPTIONAL: Install the “LTV Tower” on either side with of 

the rear tray with the supplied #8-32 x 3/8” screws (4).  The 

“LTV Tower” is pre-drilled and threaded for the dovetail wall 

mount (not Included but pictured below). 

                                                                                  
 

 

 

 

6) Hang the Rear tray section on the rear crossbar  

ON TOP OF THE MIDDLE SECTION.    Press down firmly on the 

crossbar to make sure the Top section seats securely and 

evenly OVER the Middle section.  

 

 

 

7) Locate the top / front slot next to the “Z” shaped padded 

flange.  Slide the Velcro “D” ring strap thru slot making sure 

to leave the ring on the inside of the tray.     

 

 

 

8) Loop the strap around the oval rear upright and below the 

round horizontal strut.  Loop the strap thru the “D” ring and 

secure snugly back to itself with the velcro.  

 

 


